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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….
CAAP
CAAP is my favorite place to be during the summer, so I am devastated that
now we are almost done with our summer here. It always seems to ﬂy by so
fast, too fast for me. There is no other place where I can feel like I’m ﬂying
after a Noon Time Show performance, or high-ﬁve everyone in the halls on
my way to next period. Only here can I stop in at the end of the day to grab
a full OTT, or sneak to the vending machine with my friends when my
counselor’s late to class. Only here can I watch a musical bursting with
energy and excitement while feeling pride in knowing that this is where I
belong. CAAP makes me feel like nowhere else. I’ve met so many wonderful
people here that I’ll never forget, and I feel here like I’m part of a big giant
family. CAAP has helped me try new things, and meet new people, and
make new friends. It’s made me braver, less timid. Here I can truly be myself,
come alive. It’s what I look forward to all year, despite all the other fun
things summer has to oﬀer. Ever since my ﬁrst year here I have known that I
will never leave. I also know that this camp has taught me more than school
ever will. I will 100% come back next year. -Mia McKeigue

What Does Nellie the Narwhal Do When We Leave Her?

Nellie the Narwhal, the Oak Tree Times mascot is no ordinary
narwhal. When the sun sets, Nellie knows no one is left in the
building, and she is safe to move. I found out how she did this,
because when you whisper secret words, Nellie can speak! Other
then the secret words, Nellie can only speak after sunset, when no
one is here, and she told me her story. “After Hallie and Bailey set me

in my house and turn the lights off, I wait a few minutes, and then the first
thing I do is fly off the shelf my house is on, I get around by flying, and I
flick the lights on. I can’t stand the dark. I open the door and go out. I head
into the Project Room, home of P.O.W!’s mascot, Princess Orangatang
Warfaré, who is also my best friend. We chat for a while, and then we have
some tea and bananas, and I leave. I only have about half the night left. I go
to the top of the downstairs, and fly down. Then I head to the theater and
mess around with the lights. I love making little light shows for myself. If I
might say, they are amazing. Then, I go all the way up to the fourth floor and
down to the art room. I love drawing and painting, but I can never keep them
since I can’t have anyone knowing my secret.” Other than me, of course.
“Yes. Anyway, that takes up most of my night, or at least my night on
Tuesdays, I do different things every night. That is not all though. Can people
please not squish me? It hurts! You can still squish me, but a little lighter
please! I can’t breathe! Imagine is someone squished all the magical stuffing
out of you! It hurt you too, right? Why can’t you-”Okay, that’s enough
Nellie. Bye CAAPers!

First person of color to be police
commissioner
Commissioner, 54 year old William
Gross, grew up at his grandmother's
house (farm) in Maryland. Around 12
years old he moved to Dorchester in
Boston.Then within a decade he became
a police officer, becoming a cadet in
1983 and an officer in 1985. On
Monday 7/23/18 he was announced
Boston’s first person of color to become
police commissioner. It will be very
important for Gross to work hard and
keep the neighborhoods safe. It will be
also very important that Gross and the
mayor get along. Willy got a high
score of 99 percent on his police exam
test. I feel like he will do a good job.
QUEStION 1: interview with hallie
Hallie: yes
question 2; favorite meme
Hallie: jacob is my favorite meme. or
thats a moray
question 3: why
Hallie: because
questin 4: thank for reding
Hallie: read the full OTD today and
tomorrow
shoutouts 2 hallie for answer
jaco
b

HOW TO ACCESS THE OTT
ALL YEAR:
https://caapwriting.wordpres
s.com/oaktreetimes/
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Random Guy: Goldﬁsh and Salmonella
The snack that smiles back has turned into a very contagious
consequence. Salmonella, a disease contracted from animals, can spread
very fast. It causes vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, and nausea. Now
you may ask why I am talking about Salmonella, well recently a
ingredient supplier for the company Pepperidge Farms notified them
saying that salmonella bacteria was on the seasoning for the follow
products, Flavor Blasted Xtra Cheddar, Flavor Blasted Sour Cream &
Onion, Goldfish Baked with Whole Grain Xtra Cheddar, and Goldfish
Mix Xtra Cheddar + Pretzel. Pepperidge warned customers to discard or
refund any of these products. Salmonella has caused about 19,000
hospitalizations and is also responsible for 380 deaths every year. So
next time you eat your lunch, check for the disease ridden goldfish.
Sincerely, Random Guy
Tips To Being Finale:
Goodbye CAAP! Don’t cry, there will undoubtedly be other “Tips/ advice” columns
in the future. I have appreciated every adjective suggestion (i.e. Tips To Being
weird or annoying) that I’ve gotten! Here are some tips for your life without “Tips
To Being _” and a little insight about how to write articles.
1) First Thing: “Where am I going to receive my tips now?” Fear not loyal readers!
There are other reliable sources to get your tips from (refer to random snapchat
articles and “DIY” segments.)
2) After two years running this column I’ve realized two things.
- First, it is extremely diﬃcult to keep a consistent format (especially when it
makes no sense with the article you’re trying to write).
- Secondly, if you’re feeling stumped in your writing, pick up one of the
newspapers lying around in the OTT room, ﬁnd something that catches your eye.
Writing something you feel passionate about will turn out better than something
you aren’t as interested in (learned by trial and error).
Next year I’m joining the Musical and I have other classes that keep me from OTT
as well (If I get my ﬁrst choices that is). This is, sadly, goodbye.
Want a tip or two with your life? You can put it in someone else’s tip folder
outside the OTT room. “Tips Column Name”
Sincerely, A Tips Expert

The Backwards Clock 9!
Hello CAAPers! Today was the Jr. Musical and I was in
it, so I am gonna give you a little bit of information from
behind the scenes of it. So I am not in Stagecraft but I
bet it was a lot of fun building the ghost of old lady,
Franklin the First Monster Hunter. Now the second
thing that we did was do auditions and we got our parts I was Jules, so if
you heard the name Jules, that is me in the play. But anyway, I did not
make the Shelly Academy signs. That is all the information behind the
scenes I am going to give because we do want some mysteries about
behind the scenes :) Sadly, this is the last article of the Backwards Clock
so I hope you have enjoyed this column. I hope you see the Backwards
Clock in the paper next year! Goodbye, CAAPers:]
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Working at a camp desk
As sweat drips slowly down my
chest
Crunching on chips with care
As water rolls past my hair
Children’s voices bang outside
When my throat feels very dry
The clocks ticks very softly
While I sit feeling very jolly
The door opens with a squeak
While I decide to go get a treat
I walk calmly to my locker
And I go get money and water
”I should go outside” I think
Right after I get a drink
As I slowly open the door
I want to go drink some more
The sun shines brightly on my
face
While I go and tie my shoelace
I join my friends and start to play
The time pasts by and it’s the end
of the day
“Kailynn” my mom calls “it’s time
to go”
So i just go with the flow
I walk to the car with my mom by
my side
As I slam the door and we start
the ride

THE PET WIZARD
Well people, it is the end of
CAAP, and I just want to say
that I hope everyone had a
great year at CAAP and had a
lot of fun and learned a lot.
Thanks for all the support on my
articles, and I hope to see you
next year. Farewell! -The Pet
Wizard
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What Do Nellie’s Clothes Look Like?
The ﬁrst piece of clothing that the 5th and 6th period costumes made,
is a violet skirt that has pink lace on the bottom. The second is a head
piece that is polka dotted, with yellow ﬂower lace on the sides. Next, is
her fancy dress with a pink tube top with ﬂower string on the top, and
the skirt is light pink. Now the fourth thing I am going to show you is all
of Nellie’s belts! The ﬁrst belt is clear and pink,
then navy blue, then a black and white braid,
then aqua cloth, then yellow cloth! The second
to last piece, is Nellie’s famous hat! With silver
sparkles, Nellies’ party hat rocks the house! The
last one is a simple yellow bow.
By Nellie the Narwhals friend

What is the longest REAL word ever created in the U.S?
Hello CAAP! Today I am going to talk about the longest word in the United States, ever! Now, you might be thinking that
the longest word is supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. It is a nonsense word from the 1964 movie, Mary Poppins. But, there is
an even longer word, that is real. Look it up! The longest word in the U.S. is… Okay, here I go…
Pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis is the longest word in the English language, and it supposedly means a type
of lung disease, and it is 45 letters. There is another word, which is way longer, but it is not necessarily a word, it is a name.
This is how you pronounce it. Newmnoultramicroscopicssillycoevolcanoconeeeosis. I can’t pronounce it myself, but try
out loud, and see what it sounds like. Good luck! Bye! By Libby M

Lots O‛ Pups
Hello CAAPsters! This… Is the last article of Lots O‛ Pups. *sniff sniff* *whimper*
Today I got three magnificent notes in my folder, none of which on the topic of this
column. But I‛ll still write them.
It’s the Noon And A Half Time Show, not the Noon Time Show!
I completely agree with you, and I am bursting with excitement to see
campaign signs around camp, and marches.
Blah
Blah. Bark! Bark! Bark!
B
B.

Anyways,
today we are going to cheer ourselves up with pictures of lots o‛ pups, like we have every year. I hope you have an
incredible rest of camp and school year. CAAP teaches us so much, like independence, money skills, focus, time
management, writing, and what to name a narwhal. Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner!
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Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation Movie:
Drac takes a summer vacation
because Mavis thinks he works too
hard at the hotel. So she get him and
his friends to go on a cruise together
for a little break from all the work at
the hotel. The boat has everything
they could imagine. Drac has a zing
(crush, love) on the human captain, Ericka. But the cruise
turns bad when Mavis ﬁnds out that Drac has fallen for
the strange captain of the ship, Ericka, who hides a secret
that could destroy all of the monsters. Drac always tells
Mavis that you could only zing once (fall in love), but he
ﬁnds out that isn’t true. Watch the movie to see what
happens!
The unfortunate files p2
Chapter three
“It says here that cecily was a famous candy maker
until 1947 when one day she mysteriously did not
show up for work.”Read judy. “Creepy,what do you
think happened?”whispered henry. “I'm not sure,but
im going to find out,” said Judy.
Chapter four
“What to do,what to do, what to do,” thought Judy.
Henry was asleep and he was to afraid to join her on
her mission. “It may even risk my life,” thought Judy.
But is for the greater good. “If I don't do this,
everybody's life could be at risk,” thought Judy as
she grabbed her soccer bag from the closet. “Lets
see. I have a flashlight and extra batteries, two water
bottles, some food, extra clothes, a blanket,a
rope,my phone (for emergencies), some money and I
think that should be enough.” As she stuffed
everything in her bag she got the strangest feeling
though, like maybe I'm supposed to do this. “Maybe I
am,” thought Judy.
Chapter five
As Judy climbed out the window, she looked back to
her house. Should I do this? “Yes,” her mind said.
And off she went.
TO BE CONTINUED

Q: No matter how much rain comes down on me, I wont get
any wetter. What am I?
5 Things You Need to Know About Squash
1. You need non-marking shoes and goggles
2. You need a squash ball and a squash racquet
3. You need a squash court and a opponent
4. You need a coach like Gaven, Kahled, Cliﬀ,or Sylvi
5. You need to hit the ball to the wall and the other person gets
it and be ready to get it again

7/27/18

The Rescue of Black Bob:
As you know Black Bob got stuck in a light. That did
not make him very happy, but after a couple days a
maintenance person rescued him! This was a
happy reunion for Adele, but Black Bob was kind of
annoyed that she had gotten him stuck in the light
in the first place. The other thing was that he had
become very good friends with the expo marker
also stuck in the light and when he was rescued
they had to say goodbye forever. It was like a soap
opera. But, overall, Black Bob feels very lucky to
have Adele, Juliana, and Esme as his mothers. (he
also loves hiding Adele’s quarters)
I hope you had a great time at camp :) So sad it’s
ending :( Come back next summer :)

Biodegreatable cups by
Charlotte H.
Do you ever want to eat your
cups? Do you want to so badly
you can taste that tart cherry,
yuzu citrus, matcha green tea, or
vanilla bean flavor? Well with
Loliware you can! The flavors are: tart cherry, yuzu
citrus, matcha green tea, and vanilla. The ingredients
are: Organic Cane Sugar, Organic Tapioca Syrup,
Filtered Water, Agar-Agar (Seaweed),and other
things depending on the flavor. They have 140
calories and are pretty good. If you want to order
them you can visit: www.loliware.com

Milo vs Sylvie
Sylvie: What are the classes you are in?
Milo: Digital illustration, animation, costumes,
comics, crazy creatures.
Sylvie: What was your favorite class when you
where a camper?
Milo: Costumes
Sylvie: What’s your favorite part of being a CIT?
Milo: Bossing people around
Sylvie: What’s your favorite crazy creature of past?
Milo: Slug-zilla
Sylvie: Were there any things you wanted to do as a
camper?
Milo: Modern dance.
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How To Play Ultimate Frisbee!!!
By William Lawson
Basic Tips
1. When you get the frisbee, pass it quickly,
otherwise your opponents usually will intercept
the pass.
2. Throw the frisbee, the second one of your
teammates is open, if you throw it one second
after it might get blocked.
3. Make sure to throw the frisbee to the most open
person on your team.
4. Be always one step before your opponent.
5. Don’t give up!!!
How To Throw A Frisbee!!!
1. Use your normal hand to throw the frisbee.
2. Lean that hand to the opposite side.
3. Lean back and bring your hand forward.
4. Then let go!!
5. Make sure to let it go halfway in your throw, or
else your throw will be inaccurate.
How To Catch A Frisbee!
1. Open your hands just wide enough so the frisbee
can slip through.
2. Then close your hands quickly. Hopefully the
frisbee is in your grasp.
3. Hold it tightly. Don’t let it go!!!
4. Take the frisbee out.
5. And get ready to throw the frisbee.
How To Defend!!
1. Try to catch up with your opponent.
2. Keep an eye on your opponent who throws the
frisbee.
3. When he throws, try to intercept the pass or block
it.
4. Try to get the frisbee anyway as possible.
5. Try to knock down the frisbee.

DA twublewith PEts!!!!!!?????$$$$/ an interview
And I Mr.Pikey, will have an interview with Hallie.
So Hallie, tell the story now. “Today we took off
my dog’s cone for the first time, and, yesterday
my dog pooped
and peed on my parents’ rug
and this morning the dog pooped and peed on my
rug. It was terrible.” And now I'm very sorry that
this was very short but all's well that ends well
goodbye until next year I think!!!!!!!!!!!
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Well, here we go again. Trump and Michael Cohen.
Wonders will never cease. Anyway, this time Trump’s
argument with his former lawyer is over a recording of a
conversation about paying oﬀ a model who had an aﬀair
with Trump before he ran for president, as covered in my
last article. So, what’s actually in this thing? Well, there
has been a lot of dispute over whether or not Trump said
“pay in cash” regarding a payment to the model the
discussion was about. Of course according to Trump’s
lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, “there is no indication of any
crime committed on this tape.” Oh, well that clears
things up. (Although I suppose Trump should be happy
he and Giuliani are actually saying the same thing for
once.) Trump has of course released an angry tweet
about this, in which he states that it’s a ‘shame that the
tape cut when I started saying good things’. Yeah, right.
This is a developing situation I will continue to report
on. Thanks for reading. -The Anonymous Politics Guy.

A Tech Thank you!
Hello! I would like to take some me out of my very
unvaluable me to thank a few people who make camp so
amazing: Korey, Brian, Maya, David (Jamrog), Mark, Ezra, Lev,
and Olivia, thank you. To anyone who is reading this ar cle
other than them and people in Theatrical Ligh ng and Sound,
you probably have taken for granted almost everything they
do. If you are ever bored at the noon me show (Not that that
would ever happen, of course!), look up. There are hundreds
of lights on the ceiling of the theatre, and almost every single
one has to be hung, a process that involves tall, heavy ladders
and big, heavy, fragile blocks of metal and glass, aka lights.
One or two of the kids doing tech are always backstage for
every noon me show and performance to bring out
microphones and chairs, lower the screen, and do countless
other jobs necessary for success. This might seem easy, and
a er a while it is. But at ﬁrst, it can be super stressful and
confusing. Trust me, I’ve tried it twice and screwed up twice.
Two kids are always up in the cold, cramped catwalk
opera ng spotlights. Someone is using a big board full of
sliders and computer keys and a confusing touch screen to
control the lights. Jazz 1 would not quite as wonderful
without colored lights in the background enhancing the
mood. Also, Korey is always on the headset in the booth
telling all these people what to do and how and when to do it.
Someone is opera ng the camera to ﬁlm the noon me show
and someone is switching between seven diﬀerent cameras
and screens to put on the TVs and on the website later. There
are countless other jobs, but that is all I have me for, so
thank you for reading this ar cle!
By: A Tech student
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